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Abstract 
The modeling of fatigue crack initiation and propagation for particulate reinforced composites is facilitated with new 
Voronoi cell finite element method (VCFEM), considering the matrix-inclusion interfacial fatigue crack and matrix 
fatigue crack. In the new element, all possible contacts on the crack edge are considered by remeshing method, when 
the crack is closing under all possible changing loads. The fatigue crack initiates when the fatigue damage exceeds 
certain critical damage value, and fatigue crack propagation are simulated by gradual seeking crack propagating 
directions and new crack tips, using a remeshing method that a damaged node at the crack tip is replaced by a pair of 
nodes, a new crack tip node is assigned at the crack propagating directions  and a more pair of nodes are needed to be 
added on the crack edge near the crack tip in order to better facilitate the free-traction boundary condition. The 
comparison of the results of proposed VCFEM and commercial finite element packages MARC. An example has 
been given for Particle-reinforced metal-matrix composites with 20 elliptical inclusions to simulate the fatigue crack 
initiation and propagation under plane stress conditions. It appears that this method is a more efficient way to deal 
with the interfacial damage of composite materials. 
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1. Introduction 
Particle-reinforced metal-matrix composites (MMCs) have attracted significant attention in recent 
times in both the academic community and in the industrial sector. Since MMC combine well-known 
superior properties such as low density, high strength, stiffness, creep and wear resistance, they are 
appropriate candidates for numerous aerospace and automotive applications. However, the differences in 
thermo-mechanical properties of matrix and inclusion develop stresses during fabrication and in service. 
This may lead to voids nucleation, cracking and decohesion at the interface, which affects seriously 
fracture properties. 
The validity of modeling real composites practically with heterogeneities of arbitrary shapes, sizes or 
dispersions, depends considerably on the consideration of the irregular microstructure. The accurate 
micromechanical modeling of actual two-phase materials is very complicated due to the irregular 
microstructural configurations that exist in real materials. 
A large number of models have been developed to predict the effective elastic properties of 
heterogeneous materials and their dependence on materials microstructure, such as homogenization theory, 
cell methods, traditional displacement based FEM, A hybrid finite element approach by Zhang and 
Katsube[1], a Voronoi cell finite element method (VCFEM) for modeling of non-uniform microstructures 
with heterogeneities introduced by Ghosh and co-workers in a series of papers[2~3] and a series of works 
on VCFEM are done[5-6]. 
Introduction a new Voronoi cell finite element model (VCFEM) on the base of the assumed stress 
hybrid variational principle to model fatigue crack initiation and propagation in a Particle-reinforced 
metal-matrix composites (MMCs) with heterogeneities of arbitrary shapes, sizes or dispersions is the 
objective of the present study. In the new element, considering the matrix-inclusion interfacial fatigue 
crack, matrix fatigue crack and all possible contact on the crack edge, fatigue crack initiation and 
propagation is simulated by a new remeshing method. All possible contact on the crack edge when the 
crack closed under all possible fatigue loads are sought along every crack edge. The fatigue crack initiates 
when the fatigue damage exceeds certain critical damage value. The fatigue crack propagation is 
simulated by gradually seeking crack propagating directions and new crack tips, using a remeshing 
method that a damaged node at the crack tip is replaced by a pair of nodes, a new crack tip node is 
assigned at the crack propagating directions and a more pair of nodes are needed to be added on the crack 
edge near the new crack tip in order to better facilitate the free-traction boundary condition. An example 
has been given for Particle-reinforced metal-matrix composites with 20 elliptical inclusions to simulate 
the fatigue crack initiation and propagation under plane stress conditions. It appears that this method is a 
more efficient way to deal with the interfacial damage of composite materials. The simulation results are 
compared with those of general fine finite element model and a good agreement is obtained.  
2. The Voronoi cell finite element model 
2.1. Hybrid element assumptions and weak forms 
In the Voronoi cell element method, each cell represents a basic structural element of the 
microstructure, which includes a particulate with its matrix neighborhood. A new cell element, including 
an interfacial crack and a matrix crack, is shown in Fig. 1. The matrix and inclusion phase in each 
Voronoi cell e:  are denoted by m:  and c: , respectively, i.e., e m c:  : : . The bonded inclusion-
matrix interface is indicated by bw: and the debonded interface is indicated by cw:  on the inclusion side 
and by mw: on the matrix side. The element boundary ew: is assumed to be composed of prescribed 
displacement boundary dew: , prescribed traction boundary
t
ew: , inter-element boundary
i
ew:  and free 
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boundary few: , i.e., e e e e
d t i f
ew:  w: w: w: w:   . The matrix crack edges 1mw: , 2mw: , 3mw:  and 
inclusion crack edge cw:  have outward normals 
1mn , 2mn , 3mn and cn , respectively, while en  is the 
outward normal to the element boundary ew: . 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Voronoi cell finite element with part interfacial crack and matrix crack 
In an incremental formulation to account for the onset and growth of the fatigue crack, V  is an 
equilibrated stress field corresponding a strain field H ; u  is a compatible displacement field on the 
element boundary at the beginning of an increment;  'V  is the equilibrated stress increment in e: ; 'u is 
a compatible displacement increment on ew:  and ' t  is a traction increment on the traction boundary 
t
ew: . An element complementary energy function can be expressed as follows:  
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where, b'u , c'u , 1m'u , 2m'u  and 3m'u are the displacement increments of the crack edges in an 
element. The total energy for an entire heterogeneous structure that contains N inclusions is obtained by 
adding the element energy functions for N elements:  
1
N
mc mc
total element
e 
3  3¦   (2) 
ȍc 
ȍm1 
ȍm2 
ȍm3 
ȍm 
ȍc 
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Inter-element Boundary iew:  
Displacements 
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Free Boundary few:  
ȍb 
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By setting the first variation of mcelement3 in Eq.(1) with respect to the stress increments 'V to zero, the 
element displacement relations in each of the element e:  can be obtained. Setting the first variation of 
mc
element3  with respect to boundary displacement increments 'u  to zero, obtains the traction reciprocity 
conditions on the inter-element boundaries and traction boundaries as shown in Fig. 1, and setting the first 
variation of mcelement3  with respect to boundary displacement increments 
b'u , c'u , 1m'u , 2m'u  and 
3m'u to zero, obtains the traction reciprocity conditions on the interfaces of inclusion-matrix as shown as 
follows:  
   b c c b m m  '   'n nV V V V on bonded interface bw:   
 c c c  '  n 0V V     on debonded interface cw:   
 1 1 1m m m  '  n 0V V    on crack edge of debonded interface 1mw:     (3) 
 2 2 2m m m  '  n 0V V    on the first crack edgee 2mw:  
 3 3 3m m m  '  n 0V V    on the second crack edge 3mw:  
2.2. Method of solution 
The stresses in the matrix and heterogeneity phases can be individually described to accommodate 
stress jumps across the interface. The expressions may be assumed for stress functions  ,x y) in the 
matrix and inclusion phases in the form as 
m m m'  'PV E      (in m: )  (4)  
c c c'  'PV E       (in c: )  (5)  
where m'ȕ and c'ȕ  correspond to a set of undetermined stress coefficients; mP  and cP are matrixes 
of interpolation functions. Compatible displacement increments on the element boundary ew:  as well as 
on the crack edges bw: , cw:  and mw:  are generated by interpolating in terms of generalized nodal 
values as: 
^ `e'  'u L q , on ew: ; ^ `b b b'  'u L q , on bw: ; ^ `c c c'  'u L q , on cw: ;  
^ `1 1 1m m m'  'u L q , on 1mw: ; ^ `2 2 2m m m'  'u L q , on 2mw: ; ^ `3 3 3m m m'  'u L q , on 3mw:   (6)  
where e'q , b'q , 1m'q , 2m'q , 3m'q and c'q are generalized displacement increment vectors, and 
L , bL , 1mL , 2mL , 3mL and cL are interpolation matrices. Substituting Eq. (4), (5) and (6) into the energy 
function (1), and setting the first variations of mcelement3  with respect to the stress coefficients 
m'ȕ and c'ȕ , 
respectively to zero,  yields following two weak forms of the kinematic relations. Let ^ `idE corresponds 
to the correction to E' ¶VLQWKHith iteration, the weak form of the kinematic relations may be expressed 
as:  
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T Tc b b
cb b
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or in a condensed form 1i id d ȕ H G q   (17)  
Setting the first variation of the total energy functional (1) with respect to e'q , b'q , m'q and c'q  to 
zero, results in the weak form of the traction reciprocity conditions as 
im m
T i T
ic c
e e e
d
­ ½'
  ® ¾
'¯ ¿
¦ ¦ ¦ ȕ ȕG ȕ F G ȕ ȕ   (18)  
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Substituting Eq. (17) into the weak form expressions of the traction reciprocity conditions Eq. (18), yields: 
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Eq. (21) is used to iteratively calculate for the nodal displacement increments. Then, the stress 
coefficients may be calculated by Eq. (17) and the stresses at any location within the element may be 
obtained from (4) and (5). 
2.3. Simulation of fatigue crack initiation and propagation 
Under the constant amplitude loadings, the fatigue damage under a non-linear fatigue damage rule  
evolutes as:  
[ ] (1 )
2 (1 )N B
E JGZ V Z
G Z
' 
   (23)  
where BˈȾand ɀ are the material constants. Eq. (23) deduces the fatigue life: 
1( , ) [ ]
1 2 ( )F
N
B
VV V
E J V
''  
 
  (23)  
The Cumulative fatigue damage is deduced by integrating Eq. (23). 
1
11 [(1 ) ( ) ]2
m n m
n n nmN B
EVZ 
'
   Ȧ   (23)  
For simulating fatigue damage accumulation under gradual step-by-step constant amplitude loadings, 
the fatigue damage accumulation at the nth step is deduced by integrating Eq. (23). 
1
11 [(1 ) ( ) ]2
m n m
n n nmN B
EVZ 
'
   Ȧ   (23)  
where where 1nZ  is the total fatigue damage at the end of the n-1
th step; nN  is the cycle life increment 
at the nth step; nV' is the n
th constant amplitude loading ; the variable 1m J E   ; the material constants 
1 2 nB b b V  ; 1b and 2b  are the material constants. 
3. Examples of numerical calculation 
All analyses of numerical examples conducted with the VCFEM codes are executed under plane stress 
assumptions 
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3.1. Simulation of the damage in complex microstructure 
The first model simulates one circular SiC inclusion with imperfect interface at the center of a square 
Al2024 plate (20×20 mm2) with a volume fraction of 3.14%. With the VCFEM method the matrix-
inclusion interface is composed of  eight sides, of which  two debonded sides represent imperfect interface, 
and VCFEM model  is consistence of only one element with  four out nodes,  seven bonded interface 
nodes and three pairs of imperfect  interface nodes ( in Fig. 3a). With the general finite element codes 
MARC and ABAQUS, the same structure with imperfect interface is consisted of 6648 second-order 
isoparametric stress six-node triangular element and 13384 nodes (in Fig. 3b). 
                     
Fig. 2. (a) A square particulate reinforced composites plate with 20 circle inclusions arranged; (b) the stress component
x
V  contours 
within the matrix and inclusion of VCFEM model at the fourth step 
In this example, a structure consisted of 20 elliptical inclusions with different size (see Fig. 2a). The 
inclusions are arranged randomly in a square matrix of 10×10 mm2 and the matrix-inclusion interface of 
every inclusion is composed of 8 sides, in which no side is debonded before loading. The fatigue crack 
will initiate and propagate gradually where the total fatigue damage of the interfacial points is greater than 
the given fatigue damage. The displacement controlled fatigue loads are applied with the maximal 
displacement 67 10u mm and the minimal displacement 77 10u mm. Material properties are as follows:  
Matrix(Al2024): Young's Modulus 72AlE GPa , Poisson's Ratio Al 0.33v   
Inclusions(SiC): Young's Modulus SiC 430E GPa , Poisson's Ratio SiC 0.25v   
The given fatigue damage c=1 and the material constant E =6ˈm =1 
In every VCFEM element the stress field in the matrix is represented by a 75 term expansion composed 
of 42 polynomial terms (8th order complete polynomial expansion of the Airy function) and 33 reciprocal 
terms (1 reciprocal terms for each exponent in the polynomial terms, from 2 to 7) While the stress field in 
the inclusions is modeled using only the first 63 polynomial terms. The distribution of the stress 
component xV  calculated by the VCFEM model is showed in Fig. 2b, when fatigue cycles are 
58 10u . It 
appears that the VCFEM model has considerable accuracy to deal with the initiation and propagation of 
the fatigue crack of Particle-reinforced metal-matrix composites. 
4. Conclusion 
In this study, The modeling of fatigue crack initiation and propagation for particulate reinforced 
composites is facilitated with new Voronoi cell finite element method (VCFEM), considering the matrix-
inclusion interfacial fatigue cracks, matrix fatigue cracks and crack closures. In the new element, all 
possible contacts on the crack edge is considered by remeshing method, when the crack is closing under 
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all possible changing loads. The fatigue crack initiates when the fatigue damage exceeds certain critical 
damage value, and fatigue crack propagation are simulated by gradual seeking crack propagating 
directions and new crack tips in a remeshing method.  
The example of Particle-reinforced metal-matrix composites with 20 elliptical inclusions shows that 
the VCFEM has considerable accuracy to deal with the initiation and propagation of the fatigue crack. 
Good agreements are obtained between the results of VCFEM and the general finite element method, not 
given in this paper. 
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